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Abstract 
Bauer, Morgana, Schmeichel and Veldman have conjectured that the circumference 
c(G) of any 1-tough graph G of order n >t 3 with minimum degree 6 >/n/3 is at 
least min{n,(3n+ 1)/4+6/2} ~>(l ln+ 3)/12. They proved that under these conditions, 
c(G)>~min{n,n/2+6}>15n/6. Then Bauer, Schmeichei and Veldman improved this 
result by getting c(G)>lmin{n,n/2+6+ 1}>/5n/6+ 1. We show in this paper that 
c(G) >! min {n, (2n + 1 + 26)/3, (3n + 26 - 2)/4} >/min {(8n + 3)/9, (1 In - 6)/12}. 
1. Introduction and notation 
We will consider only finite, undirected graphs, without loops or multiple edges. We 
use the notation and terminology in [4]. In particular, if G is a graph, we denote by 
V(G) the vertex set of G, by E(G) the edge set of G. For any a ~ V(G), A c_ V(G), 
B ~_ V(G) - A and a subgraph H of G, we put 
NH(a) = {V ~ V(H): av ~ E(G)} and N(a) = NG(a), 
dH(a) = ]Nx(a)[ and d(a) = d6(a), 
E(A,B)  = {uv e E(G): u •A  and v•  B}. 
If C = ClC2... CpC 1 is a cycle, we let C[ci, cj], for i ~< j, be the subpath cic~+ ~ ... ci, and 
C-  [cj, c J  = cj c j_ ~ ... c~, where the indices are taken modulo p. For any i and any 
/~>2, weputc /+ =c i+ l ,  c f  =ci - i , c~t=c i+ l ,  q l=c i - zandforanysetA~V(C) , -  
A + = {a+: a•  A}, A -  = {a-: aeA},  A +t = {a+': a•  A} and A -t = {a-': ae  A}. We 
will use similar definitions for a path. The circumference c(G) is the length of a longest 
cycle in a graph G. A graph G is called 1-tough if the number of components 
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to(G - S) ~< IS[ for every subset S of the vertex set V(G) with to(G - S) > 1. Moreover, 
we denote by n the order of the graph and by 6 the minimum degree of the graph. 
In recent years, there have been a lot of results on the circumferences or various 
cycle problems in l-tough graphs. We are interested in the following conjecture of 
Bauer et al., a stronger version of which was posed in [1]. 
Conjecture. If G is a 1-tough graph on n >~ 3 vertices with 6 >/n/3, then c(G)>>. 
min{n, (3n + 1)/4 + 3/2} >>. (l ln + 3)/12. 
Examples in Fig. 1 are given in [1] to show that the bound (3n + 1)/4 + 3/2, if it is 
correct, would be the best possible. In fact the graph in the following figure can be 
obtained from three disjoint subgraphs G~ = K6, G2 = Ktan+l)/6-6 and 
G3 = /('t3n-~/6 (the graph of(3n - 1)/6 vertices without any edge) by adding all edges 
between GI and G2 u G3 and adding an ((3n + 1)/6 - 6)-matching between G2 and 
G3. This graph has a longest cycle containing 6 vertices in G:, (3n + 1)/6 - 6 vertices 
in G2 and 6 + ½((3n + 1)/6 - 3) vertices in G3. 
In 1989, Bauer et al. [I1 proved the following result. 
Theorem 1 (Bauer et al. [1]). I f  G is a 1-tough graph on n >1 3 vertices with 6 >t n/3, 
then c(G) >I min {n, n/2 + 3} >>. 5n/6. 
Later this result was improved by Bauer et al. [2]. 
Theorem 2 (Bauer et al. [2]). I f  G is a 1-tough graph on n >. 3 vertices with 6 >1 n/3, 
then c(G) >1 min {n, n/2 + 6 + l}/> 5n/6 + 1. 
Fig. 1. 
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We obtain the following theorem that improves Theorems 1 and 2. 
Theorem 3. I f  G is a 1-tough 9raph on n ~ 3 vertices with ~ >j n/3, then c(G) 
min{n, (2n + 1 + 26)/3, (3n + 26 - 2)/4} ~> min {(8n + 3)/9, ( l ln  - 6)/12}, 
We will use a theorem of Bigalke and Jung [3], which is also very important in this 
subject. 
Theorem 4 (Bigalke and Jung [3]). I f  G is a 1-tough #raph on n >~ 3 vertices with 
6 >~ n/3, then every longest cycle C is a dominatiny cycle, i.e., the vertices of 
V(G) - V(C) form an independent set. 
2. The proof of Theorem 3 
Throughout this section, let G be any 1-tough graph with 6>>.n/3, 
C = Cl c2... c,_rcl  a longest cycle of G and R = V(G) - V(C):= {wl, w2 . . . . .  w,}. 
For 6 >/(n - 4)/2, we have n/2 + fi + 1 ~> (2n + 1 + 26)/3 and for 6 = (n - 5)/2, we 
have [- n/2 + 6 + 1 -] = V (2n + 1 + 26)/3 "] = n - 1. Thus by Theorem 2, without loss 
of generality, we assume 26 ~< n - 6, and r >~ 1. By Theorem 4, R is independent. 
Put X" = 01 ~ i ,, j ~,(N(wi) n N(w~)), Y = {c~ ~ C: cj_ 1, cj+ 1 ~ X"}, X'  = (N(Y)  w 
N(R)) - X" and X = X" w X'. 
We need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 1. G does not contain a path P = PIP2"'" P,. such that N(pl) u N(pm) ~ V(P), 
at least one of its end-vertices, say Pl has no consecutive neighbors on P and 
m>~n-r+2.  
Proof. Suppose that P = P~P2 "'" P,  is a counterexample to the lemma. Then to avoid 
the existence of a cycle of at least n - r + 1 vertices, we deduce 
(N i  (Pg) w Ng - (PO) c~ Ne(Pm) = O. 
Since Pm has no consecutive neighbors on P, we have 
2d(p l ) -  1 + d(pm) + 1 <~ m 
and so m = n. This implies that if there exists some p, e Ne3(p l ) -  (N~(p l )w  
N~-  (PO), Pt ~ Nl,(p,,) and we have a cycle C' = PiP2 "'" PtPmPm-x"" Pt+3Pl of n - 2 
vertices such that pt+~p,+2eE(G-V(C) ) ,  which by Theorem 4 implies 
c(G) >1 I V(C')I + 1 >/n - 1, a contradiction. So N~a(pl)  - (N ; (p t )u  N ;  - (Pt)) = 0, 
and if j=max{ i :  p ip leE(G)} ,  we have Np(pm)={Pj ,  p j+I , . . . ,p=- I}  and 
Np(pO={p2,  p,  . . . . .  p~}. By 1-toughness, there exists some path between 
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{Pl, P2 . . . . .  Pj -1} and {pj÷ 1, Pj+2 . . . . .  Pro} and such path creates a cycle of at least 
n - 1 vertices, a contradiction. [] 
Corollary 1. G does not contain a path P = PIP2 "'" P . - ,  such that 
(a) V(P)= V(C) 
(b) p 1, P, - ,  e X 
(c) i f  pl q~ N(R)  then for  a vertex Pm e Y c~ N(pO,  the vertices p . _  1,Pro+ 1 e X".  And if  
p , _ ,  ~ N(R)  then for  a vertex pt~ Yc~ N(p~_~), the vertices Pt- 1, P,+ 1 e X".  
(d) P has no consecutive vertices which are both in N(R).  
Proof. Suppose that P = PiP2 "'" P . - r  is a counterexample to the corollary. 
Then, without loss of generality, we have the following three cases. 
Case 1: P l w l, p. - ,w 2 ~ E ( G) for some vertices w l, w2 e R. Then w lp l  P2 " " P. - , w2 is 
a cycle longer than C when Wl = w2 or a path of n - r + 2 vertices when wl #- w2, 
which contradicts Lemma 1. 
Note that we do not need the condition (c) in this case. 
It is clear from this case that there do not exist two consecutive vertices of N(R)  on 
the cycle C. Hence Y n N(R)  = O. 
Case 2: P le  N(R)  and Pn-r q~ N(R) .  By the definition of X,  p . _ ,  ~ N(pt) for some 
Pt~ Y. Clearly p, :#Pl since YnN(R)= O. By (c), P,-1, Pt+l eX" .  Then the path 
P' = Pl P2""P tP , - ,P~- , -1  "'" Pt+l is of the type excluded in case 1 since p~_, (~ N(R)  
and so there are no consecutive vertices of N(R)  on P'. 
From this case we deduce that Y c~ X = 0. 
Case 3: Pl, P.-,q~ N(R) .  By the definition of X,  plPm, P . - ,P t  e E(G) for some 
pm, p te  Y. Then Pt~P l  and pmv~pn_,  since Yc~X=O.  It follows by (c) that 
P,-1, Pt+ I, P,.-1, Pm+ I E X". I fm ~< t let 
Q' = pro- 1 Pro- 2 "'" Pl PmPm + 1 "'" P tP , - ,P~- , -  1 "'" Pt + 1 
and i f t~<m-1 let 
Q" = pt - i pt - 2 "'" p 1 Pm Pm- 1 "'" Pt P, - ,  P~ - ,  - 1 "'" P,. + 1. 
Then both Q' and Q" are of the type excluded in Case 1 since P l ,P , - ,  ~ N(R)  and so 
there are no consecutive vertices of N(R)  on Q' or Q". 
These contradictions complete the proof. [] 
Corollary 2. (a) X c V(C). 
(b) X does not contain consecutive vertices on C. 
(c) X + and X-  are independent sets. 
Proof. (a) and (b) are clear from Corollary 1 and its proof. If there exist 
two adjacent vertices cl, cj ~ X ÷, then ci, cjq~ Y, Otherwise one of them should be 
in X c~X ÷ contrary to (b). Since ci, c j~X,  then c~,c j¢N(R) .  But the path 
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C-[ci- ,  c7] c~c~C[c[', c 7 ] contradicts Corollary 1. So X ÷ is independent. Similarly 
X -  is independent. [] 
Lemma 2. G does not contain two disjoint paths P' = PIP2 ""Pro and 
P" =Pm + 1 Pr, + 2" "" Ps such that N ( p 1) u N (pro) U N (pro + 1) u N (ps) c V(P' u P"), p 1 pro, 
Pm+ i Ps q~ E(G), at least three of  their end-vertices, ay Pl, P~ and Pr, + ~ have no consecut- 
ive neighbors, respectively, on P' nor on P" and s >>, n - r + 3. 
Proof. Suppose that there exist such P' and P". Since P~,Pm, P.+I have no 
consecutive neighbors on P, respectively, by Lemma 1, PlP.+I,  piPs+2 ¢ E(G) and 
p,p,, pspm- ~ ~ E(G). Then to avoid the existence of a path that satisfies the conditions 
of Lemma 1, we deduce that for P • {P', P" } 
( N ~ (pI) u N ~ - (Pl)) c~ N e(ps) = O. 
It follows that 
2[Np, (p l ) I -  1 + INe,(p~)l + 2 + 2lNp,,(p0[ + INe,,(p~)I + 1 <<, s 
and so 
s ~> 2d(p0 + d(p~) + 2 >~ n + 2, 
a contradiction. [] 
Under our definitions of X', X", X and Y, we have the following. 
Lemma 3. {cicj • E(G): ci • X +, c~ • X" - ,  and C[ci, c;] n X ¢ 0} = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that there are ci e X + and cj e X" -  such that cic~ e E(G) and there 
exists some c t•X  with i<~ t ~<j. Then we have two paths P '= C[c~,c f ] :=  
PlPE...Pm and P"= C-[ct, c+]cicjC-[cj-,Ct+l]: = Pm+lPm+2 ""P , - r  Then 
V(P' u P") = V(C). We have the following cases. 
Case l: pl, Pm, P,,+I (c+,c f , c t )eN(R)  • Let WlPl, W2Pm, WaPm+l •E(G)  for some 
Wl, WE, W3 e R such that wi ¢ WE which is possible by the definition of X". If w3 is 
equal to one of w2 and wl, say w2, then the path Q = wlP' [p l ,  Pm-]WEP"[Pm+ 1, Pn-r] 
contradicts Lemma 1. If wl, w2, w3 are all different, P' and P" contradict Lemma 2. 
Case 2: Pl,Pm • N(R) and Pro+ lPw • E(G) for some pw • Y. By (c), pw- l,Pw+ 1 • X". 
Then we define 
P' if w>>.m+ 1, Q' = 
p lp2""pw-1  i fw~<m-1 
and 
Q,, = ~pw-lpw-2 ""Pm+lPwPw+l ""Pn-r if W >/ m + 1, 
I, pmPm-1 "" PwPm+ lPm+ 2 "" P. - ,  if W~< m-  1. 
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Then three of the four end-vertices of Q' and Q" are in N(R)  and we obtain 
contradictions as in case 1. 
Case 3: Pt,  Pm+I eN(R)  and pmpqeE(G)  for some pqe Y. By (c), Pq- t ,Pq+l  eX" .  
Then we define 
SP lP2  "'" PqPmP~- 1 "'" P~+ t if q ~< m - 1, 
0.' 
(P lP2""P~P~Pa- I " "Pm+I  if q>~m+ 1 
and 
SP" if q~<m-1,  Q,, 
[Pq+lPq+2""P~-, if q l>m+l .  
Then three of the 
contradictions as in case 1. 
Case  4: P leN(R)  and pmp~,p ,+tpqeE(G)  
Pq- I ,P~+ I ,P~- I ,Pw+t  ~ X" .  Then we define 
2' = 
four end-vertices of Q' and Q" are in N(R)  and we obtain 
P lP2""Pq- I  
P lP2""PwPmPm- I " "Pq+t  
P lP2""P~P~Pm- I " "P~+t  
• P~Pm + t Pm + 2 "'" Pw-  1 
• PmPwP~ + 1 "'" P~P,, + I Pm + 2 "'" P~-  1 




for some Pq, Pwe Y. By (c), 
i f  q<~w<~m- l ,  
i f  w<~q- l<~m-2,  
i f  w <<. m-  l <~ q-  3, 
i f  q+ 3<~m+ 2<<. w,  
if  m+ l <~ w<<.q, 
if  m+ l <<. q<~ w-1  
and 
Q,, = 
Pw + l Pw + 2 ""pmPw p~-  I ""P~ Pm + 1 Pm + 2 " "Pn- r  
P~+ lP~+ 2 "" PqPm+ 1Pro+ 2 " ' "  Pn-r 
Pq- lPq- 2 "'" Pro+ 1P~Pq+ t "'" Pn- ,  
P~ + 1 Pq + 2 "'" PmPwP~ + 1 "'" Pn- 
Pq+ lPq+2 "'" Pn-, 
Pw+ lPw+2 "'" Pn-r 
if q<<. w<.<m-1 ,  
if  w <~ q-  l <~ m - 2, 
if w~m- l<~q- -3 ,  
if  q+ 3<~m+ 2<~ w, 
if  m+ l <~ w<~ q, 
if m+ l <~q<~ w-1 .  
Then three of the four end-vertices of Q' and Q" are 
contradictions as in case 1. 
The lemma is proved• [] 
in N(R)  and we obtain 
We now prove the theorem. 
Clearly we have f X f= lX  ÷ l= jX- I  and IX" l= lX"  ÷ l=]X" - J .  Let x=lX J ,  
x '=  IX'] and x"= IX"]. Since R w X ÷ is independent, by 1-toughness we have 
r + x <~ n/2. If r ~< (n - 26 + 2)/4, it follows that c(G) = n - r >1 (3n + 23 - 2)/4, as 
required. 
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Suppose r > (n - 26 + 2)/4. We claim that 
x" ~> 6. (1) 
To prove the claim, assume that x" ~< 6 - 1. Then any vertex in R has at least one 
neighbor in X'. It gives that x >/6 - 1 + r and hence 6 - 1 + r <~ n/2 - r which gives 
a contradiction of the assumption of r. So (1) holds. 
Consider the subgraph G[R~X + u X" - ] .  By Corollary 2(c) and Lemma 3, 
E(G[RuX + wX' ' - ] ) _  {c ic~E(G) :  c i~X +, c j~X" -and  C[ci, c i ]~X=0}.  So 
G[R w X + ~ X" - ]  contains at least r + x connected components. Since G is 1-tough, 
we have 
r + x' + x" <~n- r -x ' -x" - IX" -  -X+I  
and so 
2r <~ n-  2x' - 2x" - (x" - y -  x') = n -  3x" - x' + y. (2) 
Since N(R)w N(Y)~_  X and R ~ Y is independent, by 1-toughness, we have 
r + y+ 1 <.x=x '  + x". (3) 
Adding (2) and (3) and then applying (1) give 
3r <~ n - 2x" - 1<<.n-26-1 .  
We have r ~< (n - 26 - 1)/3 and c(G) >~ (2n + 26 + 1)/3, as required. 
The proof of the theorem is completed. 
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